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INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we study the exactness of the generalized tensor product and 
relate this tensor product to the construction of satellites and zeroth right- 
derived functors. We assume throughout that V and 9 are additive categories 
and V is small. For objects D and D’ in 9, LB(D, D’) or simply (D, 0’) 
denotes the group of morphisms in 9 from D to D’. 
The tensor product of two functors, F : %? -+ 9 and G : %?a + &&, is 
defined to be an object F & G in 9 such that F Qu is the left adjoint of the 
functor, [F -, -1 : 9 + [‘ip”, dtf], f rom B into the functor category [‘P, .I;sQ, 
given by [F -, D] C = .?B(F(C), D), p rovided $9 has direct limits. This 
tensor product is fairly well-known and is described in the above terms by 
Freyd ([q, Chap. 5, Ex. I), Kan ([IZ], 14.1), Lawvere ([13], 1.5) and Ulmer 
[18] and [20]. Yoneda [22] definedF @up G when 9 = && in slightly different 
terms and we show in Section 2 that his definition agrees with that given here. 
The bifunctor & is right exact and right continuous. In Section 2 we 
show that a functor F : % --t 9 is left exact if and only if F & is exact and 
that a necessary condition for a functor, G : go -+ &t?, to be left exact is that 
0% G : [9?, 9]-+ 9 be exact provided V and 9 are Abelian and 9 has exact 
filtered direct limits. We use the definition of a finitely generated object in 
[%, &‘&I given in [I] and show in (4.4) that, for 9 = &&, a functor 
F : V -+ && is finitely generated and projective if and only if 
F@, : [%P, &&] -+ && is left continuous. 
For each F : V + 9 we define in Section 2 the nth left-derived functor, 
Torn9 (F, -) : [%.?, &&I + 9, of the functor F & when %Z and 9 are Abelian. 
1 This paper is the substance of the author’s doctoral dissertation which was prepared 
under the supervision of Professor M. Auslander at Brandeis University. 
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Under the assumption that 9 has exact filtered direct limits, Ulmer [17] 
has constructed the zeroth right-derived functor, IPI;, of a functor, 
F : V -+ 9. The kernel and cokernel of the natural transformation, F + PF 
are studied in Section 3. To each F there corresponds a monomorphism 
preserving functor, F’ : 9 -+ 9, which is the reflection of F in the category 
of monofunctors from %? to 9. We then have an exact sequence 
0 + Tars’ (F, Extl) -+ F -+ R°F + Tar,‘@ (F’, Extl) --f 0. 
The functors, Torae (F, Exti) and Tar,” (F’, Extl), are shown to be torsion 
functors (A functor T : V -j g is said to be torsion by Freyd ([5], p. 33) if, 
for each monomorphism-preserving functor M : $? -+ 9, the group of 
natural transformations (T, M) is zero.). The maximal torsion subfunctor of 
F, tors F : V -+ 9, is then Toraw (F, Extr). 
For each functor, F : V -+ 9, the nth right satellite of F, PF, is F @+I Extn 
provided 9 has direct limits; the nth left satellite of F, S,F, is defined dually 
if 9 has inverse limits. The connection between the functor, SS,F : ‘3’ -+ 9, 
and the maximal torsion subfunctor of F, tors F, is studied in Section 5. It 
is shown that, under suitable conditions [see (5.2)], tom F or’ S&F for half- 
exact functors F : V --+ 9. If 9 is an h.f. (or proper) class of monomorphisms 
in V as defined by Buchsbaum ([2], p. 67), then certain notions relative to 
9: #-torsion functor, J-satellite, Y-right-derived functor, are defined and 
the results of Sections 3-5 hold for these relativized functors. 
A functor G : ‘%‘O + &J is defined to be finitely presented if there exist 
objects C and C’ in %? such that G = cok [(*, C) -+ (-, C’)]. We denote by 
‘4? the full subcategory of finitely presented functors in [V”, d&J. In Section 1 
we show that every object in the functor category, [go, Jale], is a filtered 
direct limit of objects in Q? if ?? has cokernels. If %? is an Abelian category and 
Y is an h.f. class of monomorphisms in ‘+Y then the finitely presented functors 
G = cok [(*, C) + (*, C’)] f or which C -+ C’ is the cokernel of a mono- 
morphism in f are the objects of a full subcategory, 9 - go , of 9?. The 
category .Y-tors @ is defined to be the full subcategory of %? consisting of all 
finitely presented, Y-torsion functors. If 9 is the class of all monomorphisms 
in V, then we omit “3-” and we have go = tors @. These categories are 
related by embeddings, J - go -+ Y-tors @ and 9-tors @ -+ go , and the 
fact that a finitely presented object, G, is in Y-tors $ if and only if there is an 
epimorphism, G’ + G, with G’ in # - go . The results of Section 1 are 
applied in Section 2 to find conditions for the exactness of F & and Gyp G. 
1. THE CATJX~RIES %?, 9 ---go, AND 9-TORS 4 
An object G of [%?O, .Q?&] is said to be jinitely generated if there exists an 
object C of V and an epimorphism (*, C) + G. G is said to bejnitelypresented 
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or coherent if there exists a morphism C -+ C’ in V and an exact sequence 
(-, C) + (*, C’) -+ G + 0 in [‘SO, z?‘Q. We denote by @ the full subcategory 
of [%O, &q which has as objects all finitely presented objects of [P, SST~. 
From [I], 2.2 we have 
THEOREM 1 .l. (a) @ is an additive category with cokernels and enough 
projectives and the inclusion functor %? + [go, .s&‘&] preserves cokernels and 
projectives. 
(b) I f  V has kernels then d is an Abelian category of global dimension at 
most 2 and %? --f [go, ,sZte] is a fully faithful exact functor. 
Let $ be a small category. $ is said to be a directed category if 
(1) it is f&red, i.e., for each pair of objects (i, j) in f there exists an 
object k in $ such that $(i, k) f g and $( j, k) f  g. 
(2) and to each f ,  g : i --+ j in $ there exists h : j -+ k such that hf = hg. 
A directed system in a category, 9, is a functor f  : $ + 23 where $ is 
a directed category, and a$ltered direct limit of a directed system f  : $ + 93, 
denoted by l$n f ,  is the right limit (re right root; see Freyd [6]) off. For each 
object j in 9, we letf( j) = C(j) and denote the directed system by (C( j))jer 
and its limit by li,mja8 C(j). Ulmer ([17], p. 228) has shown that if 9 is a 
Grothendieck AB 5) category then filtered direct limits m 9 preserve exact- 
ness. 
In order to show that every left exact functor G : VJ + &G is the filtered 
direct limit of representable functors we introduce the category, V(G), 
defined as follows: 
(1.2) For each object G of [go, d&J we let V(G) be the category whose 
objects are pairs (C, y) with C in V and y : (a, C) + G in [VP, &Q, while 
for (C, y) and (C’, y’) in w(G), the morphisms t E ((C, y), (C’, y’)) are those 
t E %(C, C’) such that the following diagram commutes 
PROPOSITION 1.3. I f  V is an Abelian category and G : WJ + Lc4& is left 
exact, then Q(G) is a directed category. 
Proof. If (C, y) and (C’, y’) are in V(G) then so is (C + C’, (;,)) where 
(;,) : (*, C + C’) + G is the unique map such that 
[(*, C) - (*, C + C’) - Gl = Y and [(*, C’) -+ (s, C + C’) + G] = y’. 
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Thus, V(G) is filtered. If f, g : (C, y) + (C’, y’) in ‘e(G), let 
C’ -Ir, C” = cok (C % C’). 
Since G(C) N ((*, C), G) f or all C in g and G is left exact we obtain the exact 
sequence 0 + ((*, CR), G) -+ ((-, C’), G) --+ ((-, C), G). From this, it follows 
that g(G) is directed. 
THEOREM 1.4. The direct limit of the functor K(G) : e(G) -+ [%O, A+‘&] 
given by (C, r) -+ (*, C) is G. H ence, if V is Abelian and G is left exact, G is 
the filtered direct limit of representable functors. 
Proof. This follows directly from the Yoneda isomorphism 
G(C) - CC.7 C), (3. 
THEOREM 1.5. If %? has cokernels then for each object G in [go, ~~241 there 
extits a directed system {G(j)}, of jinitely presented objects of [%O, dd] such 
that limJ G(j) = G. 
Proof. Consider the category V/G whose objects are pairs (G’, a) where 
G’ is in 4 and 01 : G’ -+ G in [go, de] and whose morphisms are maps 
(G’, LX) -% (G”, /?) where x : G’ + G” in @ such that /3x = a. It follows from 
I .l (a) that g/G is a directed category. The functor C/G -+ [P, .@‘Q given by 
(G’, ct) “LI G,’ = G’ d e ii nes a directed system of objects of %?. We also have 
a natural embedding g(G) -+ ‘%?/G such that the composition 
%T( G) -+ g/G -+ [%O, d&J is K(G). Thus by 1.4 and the exstience of the 
map lim OL : lim G, ’ ---f G we have lim G,’ = G. - --+ 
(I .5) If V has kernels we consid:r the objects G of @ which satisfy the 
following equivalent conditions: 
(1.5.1.) There exists an exact sequence 0 -+ C’ + C -+ C” -+ 0 in %? 
such that G = cok ((-, C) -+ (*, C”)). 
(1.5.2) Exti (G, F) = 0 for every left exact functor F : 9’ -+ d&, i = 0, 1. 
(1.5.3) (G, F) = 0 for every left exact functor F : V -+ d4. 
(1.5.4) (G, (-, C)) = 0 for all objects C of V. 
The full subcategory of objects of 4 which satisfy these equivalent conditions 
will be denoted by go. 
As a direct consequence of these conditions we have 
THEOREM 1.6. If %2 has kernels then 
(a) go is an abelian category and the inch&m functor go + [V”, d&J is a 
fully faithful exact functor. 
(b) An object G of go is injective in go ;f and only if G is half exact. 
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Assume that %? is an Abelian category. Let 9 be a fixed class of mono- 
morphisms in %? which is an h.f. class of monomorphisms as defined in [2], p. 67. 
If the h.f. class, 9, satisfies conditions (*) of [3], p. 205, it will be called a 
compkte h.f. class. An exact sequence 0 --, C’ -+ C -+ C” -+ 0 will be called 
an Y-exact sequence if C’ + C is in 9. Let 9 be an Abelian category, then 
a functor F : % + 9 is said to be $-left exact if it preserves the left-exactness 
of all Y-exact sequences; it is called an 9-monofunctor if it preserves mono- 
morphisms in 9; it is called $-torsion if (F, M) = 0 for ail 9-monofunctors 
M : %? --+ 9. If the maximal 9-torsion subfunctor of F exists it is denoted 
by 9-tors F (Freyd, [.5], p. 33, h as essentially shown that 9-tors F exists if 
9 is a Grothendieck AB 5) category). The subcategory, 9’-tors (%, 9), of 
[V, 91 whose objects are Y-torsion functors is an additive category which is 
embedded in [V, 91 by an additive functor which preserves cokernels. We 
note that if P’(9) is the class of all epimorphisms in V whose kernels are in 
Y then P(Y)” is an h.f. class of monomorphisms in V”; we denote this 
class by 9*. 
Let X-tors 3 be the full subcategory of [%?O, ral&] consisting of all finitely 
presented 9*-torsion functors. This is an additive category with cokernels 
which is embedded in [‘P, &&I by an additive functor which preserves 
cokernels. Finally we have a category of 9 - go which is the full subcategory 
of %?, whose objects are all functors G : go + zZo2& for which there exists an 
X-exact sequence 0 -+ C’ --f C + C” -+ 0 such that 
G = cok ((*, C) -+ (., C”)). 
PROPOSITION 1.7. Let V and 9 be abelian categories. 
(a) I f  G is in Y - go , then Exti (G, F) = 0 for all $*-left exact functors 
F : q” -+ .xJ&, i = 0, 1, and (G, M) = 0 for all 9*-monofunctors 
M :W-+dl. 
(b) Let G be an object of @. Then G is an object of 9-tors 2? if and only if 
there exists an epimorphism G’ + G in [W, -014 with G’ in 9 - e. . 
(c) There are embeddings Y - 4, + 9-tors %? and 9-tors 9? -+ &o. 
(d) I f  9 is a complete h.f. class then 9 - f .  is an additive category with 
cokernels and the inclusion functor f  - co -+ W. preserves cokernels. 
Proof. (a) Let 0 -+ C, -+ C, -+ Co -+ 0 be an $-exact sequence such 
that G = cok ((*, C,) -+ (*, Co)). Then for F : @‘-+ &‘J, Exti (G, F) is the 
ith homology group of the complex {((*, C,), F)} for i = 0, 1. By noting 
that this complex is isomorphic to the complex {F(C,)} we have the desired 
results. 
(b) Suppose G is in .Y-tors 9?. Then G is in co by 1.54. Let 0 + C, -+ 
Co -+ C-t 0 be exact in V such that G = cok ((*, Co) -+ (*, C)). For each 
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object A of % let T(A) be the subgroup of (A, C) consisting of all A -+ C 
for which there exists a commutative diagram 
A-C 
with A,, + A inB(J). Then [im((A, C,,) + (A, C))] C T(A) since IA : A -+ A 
is in P(9). Since the functor A4 : 9?O -P ~~28 defined by M(A) = (A, C)/T(A) 
is an j*-monofunctor (c.f. [5], 3.2.1), the canonical transformation G -+ M 
is zero. In particular, (C, C) = T(C). F rom this it follows that there is a 
map Ch ---f Co such that [Ci + Co -+ C] is in 8(y). The desired G’ is 
cok ((-, C;> - (*, C)). 
The converse is clear. 
The proof of (c) follows from (a) and 1.54. The proof of (d) consists of an 
argument similar to that used to prove 1.1 (c.f. [I], 2.2). 
2. THE FUNCTORS, gv AND TORE, AND THEIR EXACTNESS 
For each (F, G) of [%, 9] x [+?O, J//J] we define the functor 
T(F, G) : .9 --f SJ?‘& by T(F, G) D = (G, [F -, D]) where 
[F -, D] C = 9(F(C), D). 
We note that T(F, G) is representable for each G in [V, &&] if and only if 
the left adjoint, F @ : [P, @‘e] -+ 9, of the functor [F -, ~1 : 9 -+ [W, ~94 
exists. If T(F, G) is representable we denote by F & G the object of .9 
which represents it. It follows from the Yoneda isomorphism that 
F @ (*, C) = F(C) for each C in V. By 1.4 and the fact that 
T(F, l ) D : [V, J&Q’ -+ ~‘8 
is left continuous for each D in 9 we have 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let (F, G) be in [‘+Z, 9] x [W, Lose]. Then F & G 
exists if and only if the direct limit of the composite functor W(G)Kz)W 2 9 
given by (C, y) -F(C) exists. Moreover, F 0% G = I$F o K(G). 
From the above it is clear that if G is in @ with G = cok ((m, C,) -+ (a, Co)) 
and .9 has cokernels then cok (F(C,) + F(C,)) = F & G. Thus by 1.2 
we have 
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PROPOSITION 2.2. Let 9 be a category with cokernels and j&red direct 
limits. Then F & G exists for each (F, G) in [%?, 91 x [W”, dzf]. 
Yoneda ([22], pp. 544-546) has defiend the tensor product of the functors 
M’ : V + de and M : W” --f && to be an abelian group, A, such that if 
H : V” x V -+ && is the functor defined by H(C, , C,) = M(C,) @ M’(C,) 
then (1) there exists a balanced homomorphism x : H -+ A, i.e., a set of 
maps {x(C) : H(C, C) + A} such that for all f : C + C’ in ‘Z the diagram 
WC’, C> H(f’ ‘) b H(C, C) 
H(C',f) 
I I 
x(C) 
H(C’, C’) x(C’) r A 
is commutative, and (2) if X is an Abelian group and u : H---f X is a balanced 
homomorphism then there exists a unique map A + X in &l such that 
[H(C, C) -+ A -+ X] = u(C) for all C in V. 
If we denote the group of balanced homomorphism from H to X by 
bhom (H, X) then (A, X) N bhom (H, X) for all X in JZZ’&. Because of the 
canonical isomorphism, (M(CJ @ M’(Ca), X) N (M(C,), (M’(C,), X)), there 
is an isomorphism bhom (H, X) cv T(M’, M) X. Thus, A N M’ 0% M. 
Hence the Yoneda definition is a special case of & . 
If the tensor product functor 0 : [V, 91 x [go, de] exists then it has the 
following properties which are easily verified: 
(2.3.1) F @ : [V”, &d] + 9 is an additive, right continuous functor. 
(2.3.2) @G : [SF?, 91 + B is an additive right exact functor if 9 has 
cokernels. If 9 has direct limits, @ G is right continuous. 
(2.3.3) Suppose 9 has direct limits. Then a functor U : [WO, .JZ?&] --+ 9 
is right continuous if and only if U is naturally equivalent to (Un fs) @ 
where fw : W + [VJ, d&j is given by C - (0, C). 
(2.3.4) For each object (F, G) of [%, &&I x [ip”, d&j, 
(2.3.5) Let V be a small category and T : Q --+ 9 an additive functor. 
Then the left adjoint of the functor .9(T, a) : [W, 9]+ [%P x v’, sfffj 
given by 9( T, S) (C, C’) = %,T(C), S(C)) is the functor 
T @ : [SP x W, &4B] -+ [V, x2&j where (T @ V) C’ = T @) V(-, C’). 
ye 
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(2.3.6) If CP is as above and U : V --f W is an additive functor then the 
left adjoint of the induced functor U* : [V, 91 ---f [V, 91 is the functor 
(j& [U -, *] : [%?, 531 + [V, 591 where [U -, a] : V” x %” ---f .&& is given 
by (C, C’) e V( U(C), C’). 
(2.3.7) If the tensor product functor & : [‘ie’, 91 x [V”, JYJJ -+ 9 
exists and F : 9? -+ 9, G : V’O -+ &c? and V : V” x v’ ---f J&‘& are functors 
then F & (V @It G) _N (F @& V) &, G. 
Since F @ and @ G are always right exact for each (F, G) in 
[‘+?, B] x [Y”, &‘8], the question arises as to when they are exact. A partial 
answer to this is 
THEOREM 2.4. Let V and 9 be Abelian categories such that 9 is a 
Grothendieck AB(5) category. If G : %?O - && is a left exact functor then 
@ G : [V, B] + 9 is exact. 
Proof. If G is a representable functor the result is clear. If G is left exact 
then by I .4, G is the filtered direct limit of representable functors. Since F @ 
is right continuous for each F in [g, 91 and filtered direct limits in 9 preserve 
exactness, the proof is complete. 
If %? is an Abelian category then [go, M’&] is an Abelian category with 
enough projectives. If 9 is also an Abelian category then the nth left satellite 
of F @ exists for each F in [%, 91 and we denote it by TornV (27, m). 
The properties of Tar, , stated below, are easily verified. 
(2.5.1) {Tar, (F, *)> is an exact universal connected sequence of functors 
and Tar, (F, *) = F 0. 
(2.5.2) Tar, (*, G) = 0 for n > 2 and each finitely presented functor 
G:9?“-+d&. 
(2.5.3) F : %? -+ $9 is Y-left exact if and only if Tar, (F, G) = 0 for 
n > 0 and all objects G in $ - go , 
(2.5.4) F : V + 9 is left exact if and only if Tar, (F, G) = 0 for n > 0 
and all finitely presented functors G : q” -+ &‘J. 
THEOREM 2.6. If V and 9 are Abelian categories and .9 is a Grothendieck 
AB (5) category then Tar, (F, *) preserves filtered direct limits. 
Since F @ is right continuous we need only show 
LEMMA 2.7. Suppose {G(j)},, is a directed system in [‘ie”, c&q. Let 
G’ = lim G(j). Then there exist projective resolutions P(j) of G(j) which form 
a direct;d system such that P = lim P(j) is a projective resolution of G’. 
Proof. For each i E J 1: PO(j) = ~~C,ykObY(GCi)) NC, r> where 
h(C, y) = (s, C). Then there exist epimorphisms e(j) : P,(j) -+ G(j) such 
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that e(j) restricted to h(C, y) is y. Let P, = C(cPY)obYP(c,) h(C, y) and 
e : P,, -+ G’ be the obvious epimorphism. For f : i-j in J define 
P,,(f) : PO(i) -+ Ps( j) to be the unique map such that the following diagram 
is commutative for each object (C, r) of V(G(i)) 
h(C r> ___ W, G(f) Y) 
I I 
PO(i) p”‘f)k P (j) 0 
where the vertical arrows are the inclusion maps. One can readily show that 
{Po( j)}ieJ is a directed system and l@-r Po( j) = PO . 
For each j E J let K,(j) = ker [Po( j) -+ G(j)]. Then {K,(j)} is a directed 
system and li_m K,(j) = ker (PO + G’). We now repeat the above argument 
with G(j) replaced by K,(j). The projective resolutions P(j) are thus con- 
structed by iteration. 
THEOREM 2.8. Let %? and 9 be Abelian categories such that d is an AB(5) 
category, 3 an h.f. class of monomorphisms in V, and F : %? + .!3 an additive 
functor. Then 
(a) Tar, (F, a) = 0 for n > 2. 
(b) Tar, (F, G) = 0, n > 0, for every G which is theJiltered direct limit of 
objects of 9 - V?, if and only if F is J-left exact. 
(c) Tar, (F, *) = 0, n > 0, ;f  and only ;f  F is left exact. 
Proof. (a) and (c) follow from 1.5, 2.6, (2.5.2), and (2.5.4). 
(b) follows from 2.6 and (2.5.3). 
As an immediate consequence of 2.8(c) we have 
COROLLARY 2.9. If  the hypothesis of 2.8 holds then a functor F : %Z + $3 
is left exact if and only if F @ : [%O, &c?] + $3 is exact. 
COROLLARY 2.10. Suppose V and v’ are small Abelian categories and 
U : V -+ V’ is a functor. Then the left aa7joint of the induced functor 
7J* : [W, d-d%] -+ p, de-J is exact if and only if U is right exact. 
Proof. By (2.3.6), the left adjoint of U* is the functor & [U -, *] 
which is equivalent to [U -, *] &, by (2.3.4). Since [U -, C’] : V -+ && 
is left exact for each C’ in V if and only if U is right exact, 2.10 follows from 
2.9. 
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3. RELATIVE DERIVED FUNCTORS 
This section is devoted to a review of Ulmer’s construction of the relative 
zeroth right derived functor of a functorF : V + 9 (see [17], 3.2.4 and 3.2.5) 
and the proof of 
THEOREM 3.1. Let V and 9 be Abelian categories suck that 9 satisfies 
Grotkendieck’s AB(S), J is a complete h.f. class of monomorpkisms in 97 and 
F : %? -+ 9 is a functor. Then the zerotk 9-right-derived-functor of F, 
3 - lpF : V -+ 9, exists and there is an Y-monofunctor F’ : % -+ Q and an 
exact sequence 
0 -+ Tars (F, 9-Exti) -+ F -+ 9 - ROF -+ Tori (F’, 4-Extl) + 0 (3.1) 
In addition Y-tors F = Tor, (F, Y-Extl) and Tar, (F’, Y-Extl) are 9-tor- 
sion functors. 
For each object A of g let #(A) be the category of Y-exact sequences 
cO-+A-~;A,~~A~‘+O. Y(A) is then a filt;;eP category. Since 9 has 
kernels and direct limits [(JLEs(a) ker (F(A) ---+F(A,0))] = (Y-tors P) A 
exists and the functor 9 - MF : %? -+ 9 ‘defined by 
(J - MF) A = cok [((yAj kerF(iJ) -F(A)] 
is an 4-monofunctor. We also have a natural transformation F -+Y - MF 
such that F(A) -+ (4 - MF) A is an epimorphism for all A in V. In fact 
4 - MF is the reflection of F in the category of 9-monofunctors from 
$f to 9. We wish to show 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Let V, 9, and J be as in 3.1, and F : V -+ 9 a functor. 
Then there exists a reflection, 9 - MF, of F in the category of 9-monofunctors 
from V to 9 and an exact sequence 
0 + Tor, (F, 9-Extl) *F-+4-MF-+O (3.2) 
and Tars (F, J-Extl) = (9-tors) F. 
Proof. It suffices to show that Tar, (F, 9-Extl) = ker (F + 9 - MF). 
For each c in Y(A) there exists an object, G(c) = cok [(-, A,O) + (s, A:)] in 8. 
The exactness of the sequence 0 + (*, A) -+ (*, A,O) + (*, A,‘) ---f G(L) -+ 0 
and the definition of Tar, imply that Tar, (F, G(r)) = ker (F(A) --j F(A,O)). 
Hence, because of the construction of 9 - MF given above, 
lie Tar, (F, G(L)) = ker (F +f - MF). 
But (G(L)},~~(~) is a directed system in [V, .&&I which has as its limit 
Y-Extl (*, A) ([3], p. 205). Since Tor, (F, 0) preserves filtered direct limits 
(2.6) we have the desired exact sequence. 
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Let M : V - 9 be an 9-monofunctor. Then for each A in 
V (ker M(pL))L~~A~ is a directed system and under the assumptions of 3.1 
the functor, 9 - ROM : V + 9, defined by (9 - ROM) A = l&n ker M(p,) 
is an S-left exact functor which is a reflection of M in the category of Y-left 
exact functors. 
PROPOSITION 3.3. If V, 9, and 9 are as in 3.1, and M : V -+ 59 is an 
.%-nwnofunctor there exists a reflection 9 - FM : W -+ 9 of M in the category 
of Y-left exact functors from 5? to 9 and an exact sequence 
0 -+ M -+ 9 - ROM + Tar, (M, J-Extl) -+ 0. (3.3) 
In addition, Tar, (M, 9-Extl) is 4-torsion. 
Proof. We. need to show cok (M + 9 - ROM) = Tar, (M, Y-Extl). 
But as in 3.2, for each L E 9(A) we have an exact sequence 
0 --P (0, A) -+ (*, A,“) ----+ (‘**J (0, A;) -+ G(L) + 0 
in [V, ~‘4. By the construction of Tar, and the fact that M is an I-mono- 
functor we have an exact sequence 
0 -+ M(A) -+ ker M(p,) -+ Tar, (M, G(c)) + 0. 
If we take the direct limit of these sequences over all I E Y(A) and recall 
as in 3.2 that 1% G(L) = 9-Extl(*, A) and Tar, preserves filtered direct 
limits we have the desired exact sequence. Because of the exactness of (3.3) 
Tar, (M, 4-Extl) is Y-torsion. 
Proof of 3.1. For F : V -+9 we let Y--Z?OF=Y--RO(4--MF) 
and F’ = J - MF. Then, by combining the exact sequences (3.2) and (3.3), 
we obtain the exact sequence (3.1). 
COROLLARY 3.4. If V, 9, and 9 are as in 3.1 and F : 9? + 9 is an Y-half- 
exact functor then the functor Tor, (F, J-Extl) is $-half exact. 
This corollary is a consequence of 3.1 and the following 
LEMMA 3.5. Suppose 0 -+ G’ -+ G + G” is exact in [kp, 91 with G #-half 
exact and G” Y-left exact. Then G’ is Y-half exact. 
4. THE SYMBOLIC HOM FUNCTOR AND THE LEFT CONTINUITY OF F@ 
For each F : % -P 9 there is a functor Fo : V -P 9 given by P( C) = F( C)O. 
More specifically, the rule, F + P, is a natural equivalence 
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[%?, 9]- [go, BO]“. Thus, if G is an object of [%?, &&I and the tensor 
product F” OF0 G exists in 9’ we can define the symbolic horn of G and F, 
H,(G, F), to be the object (F” @ Vo G)O in (go)” =- 9. One sees from 2.1 that 
a necessary and sufficient condition for H&G, F) to exist is that the inverse 
limit of the composition functor, VO(G)O % % 4 58, exists where K(G)O is 
given by (Y, C) -+ C. In addition, H&G, F) = li,m F o K(G)O. We note that 
if E&(*, F) : [g, z~‘o2t’]~ -+ 9 exists then it is the right adjoint of the functor 
[-, F -1 : 9 --+ [%O, &‘&I” g iven by [D, F -1 C = a(D,F(C)). From this 
remark one sees that if 9 = &‘J, &(G, F) = Horn (G, F). 
The properties of Hy: are the duals of those of oc found in Section 2 and 
will not be restated. By using 2.3.7 and 2.3.4 we have 
PROPOSITION 4.1. Let Q? and v’ be small categories. Then for all (F, V, G) 
in [W, 91 x [%O x v’, &q x [9, &Q such that H,(G, H%*(V, F)) exists, 
H,(G 0% V, F) exists and H&G, H&V, F)) N Hv(G 0s V, F). 
The following is a direct consequence of 2.3.5 and its dual. 
PROPOSITION 4.2. Let V and V’ be small categories and V : go x W -+ ZZZ& 
be a functor. Let 9 be a category with direct and inverse limits. Then 
0% V : [%‘, 9]-+ [W, 91 is the left adjoint of Hv( V, a) : [S’, 9]+ [%, 91. 
Suppose now that F : V -+ 9 is a functor and F & exists and is left 
continuous. Consider the left continuous functor * : [V, &&lo -+ [go, &tp] 
given by *G -+ G* vv&re G*(C) = [G, (C, a)]. Then the composite, 
[%?, dey + [V, de] - x 9, is left continuous and we have by the dual 
of 2.3.3. 
PROPOSITION 4.3. Let 9 be a category with direct and inverse limits. If 
F : g + 9 is a functor such that F @ is left continuous then 
F oyp G* N H,(G, F) for all G in [q, J&‘&J. 
One can now ask whether or not the converse of this statement is true. 
If 9 = .MtZ’, the converse is true and in fact we can characterize those 
F : V --f && such that F @ is left continuous. We note that if F : ‘$7 -+ JZ’& is 
finitely generated and projective, i.e., a direct summand of a representable 
functor, then F @ is left continuous. 
For each G : V -+ CQze, G = li_m(Y,C)EYeo(G) (C,, , 0). Since (C, .)* = (a, C) for 
each C in V, G* = lim (a, C,). Let F : %? -+ 9. Then we have a system of 
maps, (F @ G* -+ F @ (a, C,) N H,((C,, , a), F))(C,y)Mo(G) , which defines a 
unique map, /3(F, G) : F @ G* -+ I@ HS((CY , q), F) N H,(G, F), which is 
isomorphism if F @ is left continuous. If 9 = && then 
z%(G, F) = Horn (G, F) an d one sees that the image of fl(F, G) in Horn (G, F) 
is the set of natural transformations G -+ F which are composites G -+ F’ -+ F 
where F’ is representable. Thus we have 
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THEOREM 4.4. Let F : V --t A?& be a&nctor. Then the followittg statements 
are equivalent : 
(a) F @ : [‘iyo, &&I -+ && is left continuous. 
(b) /3(F, G) : F @ G* + Horn (G, F) is an isomorphism for all G in 
[V, *=ql. 
(c) /3(F, G) is an epimorphism for aZZ G in [V, de]. 
(d) /3(F,F) is an epimorphism. 
(e) F is jinitely generated and projective. 
5. SATELLITES AND TORSION FUNCTOR~ OF HALF-EXACT FUNCTORS 
We assume throughout this section that Q and 9 are Abelian categories 
and that 9 is a fixed h.f. class of monomorphisms in %?. In this case the nth 
Y-right satellite, I-Ext” (a, C) : ‘%?a -+ d&, of the functor (0, C) : %‘s -+ CCSG 
exists and each element of Y-Extl (A, C) is represented by an Y-exact 
sequence, 0 + C + Q -+ A + 0 (see [2], pp. 68-70). 
Suppose 9 has direct limits and F : V + 9 is a functor. Since F @ is 
right exact, sum preserving and F @ (*, C) = F(C) we have, by [.5], 3.4.9, 
p. 47, that the nth Y-right satellite, 9 - PF, of F is F @ J-Extn. In addi- 
tion, if .%? is a Grothendieck AB(5) category, Y is complete and F is Y-half 
exact, Buchsbaum ([3], 3.1) has shown that (.Y - SnF} is an J-exact con- 
nected sequence of functors. Dually, if ZP has inverse limits, the nth Y-left 
satellite, 9 - S,F, of F is H&Y-Extn, F). Also, if 9 is a Grothendieck AB(5) 
category the nth left derived functor, RnF, of F is defined for n > 0 by 
R”F = PROF. 
Let ikl: V -+ 3 be an 4-monofunctor. Then, even if d does not have 
inverse limits, H&S-ExP, M) exists (cf. 2.1) and is the zero functor. Thus 
if 9 has direct limits and F : % + &@ is a functor we have by 4.1, 
Hom(Y - SF, M) = Hom(F @ I-Extl, M) N Hom(F, Hq(.Y-Extl, M)) = 0. 
Hence, we have 
PROPOSITION 5.1. Let 9 be a category with direct limits and F : V + 9 
be a functor. Then 9 - SF : W -+ 9 is an Y-torsion functor. 
The question which we now ask is: When is the functor 
Tor, (F, Y-Extl) = 9-tors F 
a right satellite? We give here a partial answer to this question. In what 
follows we omit I when there is no possibility of confusion. 
Let F : %Z + 9 be a functor and assume that SF and S(S,F) exist. Since 
(S,F, Sl(S,F)) and (S,F, F) are Y-connected pairs of functors and the 
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former is universal, the identity map S,F -+ S,F can be extended uniquely 
to a morphism (S,F, S1(S,F)) + (S,F, F) of Y-connected pairs. If 9 
satisfies Grothendieck’s AB(5) then R°F exists and the composite map 
[P(S,F) --f F -+ ROF] is zero since SI(S,F) is a torsion functor. Thus, 
there exists a unique map, v(F) : SS,F --j Tor, (F, 4-Extr) such that 
[S?!3,F --f Tor, (F, I-Extr) -+ F] = [S%S’,F +F]. We will attempt to give a 
partial answer to the question of when v(F) is an isomorphism. Of course, 
if F is half exact and V has enough projectives and injectives, it follows from 
([4], Chap. 5, Ex. 2, p. 104) that v(F) is an isomorphism. Since we are not 
going to assume V has enough projectives and injectives we need to define 
some terms. 
Consider the natural transformation y : V -+ Horn (Y-Extl, 9-Extl) given 
by y(A, B)f = 9-Extl (*,f) for each object (A, B) of go x ‘8 and morphism 
f  : A + B in V. The functor ~-NUB: go x V -+ d& is defined to be ker y. 
For each (A, B) in V” x V, J-Null (A, B) is the group of maps A -+ B 
such that for each monomorphism A + Q in 4 there exists a map, Q -+ B, 
such that (A -+ Q -+ B) = (A -+ B). Elements of X-Null (A, B) will be 
called Y-nullhomotopic and a monomorphism, A -+ B, in #-Null (A, B) 
is called after Grothendieck ([9], p. 135) an 9-“effacement” injective. 
Boos [16] has shown the existence of categories with enough “effacement” 
injective maps but without enough injective objects. 
Suppose % has enough “effacement” injective maps (U need not be small.) 
and let 0 --+ A : Q + N + 0 be exact in $7 such that 01 is nullhomotopic. 
Then for each F : V -+ 9, the zeroth derived functor, ROF, exists and 
RF(A) = ker (F(Q) -+ F(N)); the torsion functor, tors F, exists and 
(tors F) A = ker F(ar). We remark that a functor W : V ---f JP is torsion if 
and only if W(a) = 0 for each “effacement” injective map, ~11, in V. Also, if W 
is torsion and 0 + A G Q 2 N + 0 is exact with 01 an “effacement” injective, 
then W(j3) is a monomorphism. Hence, the functor, W : V -+ 9, defined by 
W(A) = cok (F(A) -+ PF(A)) is t orsion and we have an exact sequence, 
0 -+ (tors F) A -+ F(A) -+ ROF(A) + W(A) -+ 0. In addition, the nth right 
satellite, PF, 12 3 1, exists and is given by S’F(A) = cok (F(Q) + F(N)) 
and inductively defined for n > 1 by PF = S(P-lF) and SnF is a torsion 
functor for 7t > 1 and is half exact if F is half exact. The nth left-derived 
functor, RnF, n > 0, is given by RnF = D(ROF). 
The object of this section is to prove the following. 
THEOREM 5.2. Let F : V -+ 9 be a half-exact functor. Assume that one of 
the following conditions holds: 
(i) There are enough “e~acement” injective map in Q. 
(ii) V is small and 3 has exact filtered direct limits. 
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Then there exists an exact sequence 
O-+torsF+F+ROF-tSl(torsF)-+SIF+RIF+-**+PF 
-+ Sn+l(tors F) -+ Sn+lF -+ R”+lF --t a-* . 
In addition, ;f S,F exists and *(S,F, F) is an exact connected pair of fin&m, 
w(F) : S&F + tors F is an isomorphism. 
By the above remarks in case (i) and by 3.1 in case (ii), the first part of 
5.2 is proved if we show 
LEMMA 5.3. Let T, U, V, and W : Q -+ 9 with U half exact, V left exact, 
and T and W torsion functors such that 0 -+ T -+ U A V: W + 0 is exact. 
Then if either condition (i) ur (ii) of 5.2 holds we haoe an exact sequence 
O+T-+U-+V--+SlT+..-+ S”V+ S”+‘T-+ S”+lU+ S”+lV+ --. . 
(5.3) 
Proof. Assume (i) holds and 0 +ALQ:N+Ois exact in Q with 01 
an “effacement” injective map. Then we have a commutative diagram 
i 1 
O- T(Q) - 
‘@)I w(Q) 1 w(u) 
u(Q) - V(Q) - W(Q) - 0 
f I 
O- T(N)- WF--+ VW) - W(N)- 0 
ST(A) SU(A) SV(A) SW(A) 
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with exact rows and the first three columns exact. [The first column is exact 
since T is half exact by 3.5 and T(a) = 0.1 Since W is torsion, W(a) = 0 and 
W(p) is a monomorphism. Thus we have an exact sequence, 
U(A) -+ V(A) -+ SlT(A) --+ SIU(A) --+ PV(A) --+ SlW(Al -+ 0. 
It follows that the sequence 
0-t S”W-+ S”+lT+ S”+lU-+ Sn+lV-t S~+lW--+ 0 (5.4) 
is exact for n = 0. Since (5.4) is a sequence of torsion functors for II 3 0, 
one can show inductively that (5.4) is exact for all n 3 0. 
Assume (ii) holds and A is in %?. An exact sequence, 
c:O-A~AA,o~AA,l-O, 
gives rise to a commutative diagram 
0~ T(A) - U(A) u(A! V(A) u(A! W(A) - 0 
1 1 1 1 WC) 
0 - T(A,O) - VA Lo) - W,O) - W(A:)- 0 
0 w T(A,l) w U(A,‘) - V(A,‘) - W(A,l) - 0 
cok T(P,) cok u(P,> cok P-(A) cok W(A) 
I i I 1 
0 0 0 0 
If H = cok (T + U), there are exact sequences 
u(A)-l(ker [ W(i,) + v(A)]) -+ ker[ W(i,) v(A)] + cok T(p,) 
-+ cok U(p,) + cok H(p,) -+ 0, (5.5) 
ker I%‘($,) -+ cok H(p,) -+ cok V&J + cok W(p,) -+ 0. (5.6) 
We now take direct limits of these sequences and notice that since Wis torsion, 
I@ W(p,) is a monomorphism and 1% W(i,) = 0. Thus, the direct limits 
of (5.5) and (5.6) can be combined to give an exact sequence which can be 
identified with 
U(A) --+ V(A) -+ SlT(A) -+ BU(A) -+ SlV(A) + SIW(A) + 0. 
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From this it follows that the sequence (5.4) is exact for 12 = 0 and by induction 
(5.4) is exact for all n > 0. 
Proof of 5.2. Assume S,F exists and (S,F, F) is an exact connected 
sequence of functors and let A be in V. Suppose (i) holds and 
0 -+ A : Q -% N -+ 0 is exact with (Y nullhomotopic. Then 
Sl(S,F) (A) = cok [S,F(&] = kerF(cu) = (tom F) A. 
* 9, 
Suppose (ii) holds and c : 0 + A A A> + A,1 --+ 0 is exact. Then 
S(S,F) (A) = l@ cok (&F&J) = lix+n ker F(i,) = (tom F) A. 
Remark. The existence and exactness of (S,F, F) can be proved if (a) %? 
is small and 9 has exact filtered inverse limits or (b) Extl (C, -) is finitely 
generated for each object C of W. 
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